GEORGE THE
and had the Ministry acted with resolution matters must have
gone badly for the colonists. In April, Washington wrote:
We are at the end of our tether.
And on May I2th Clinton had secured Charleston, when more
than 5000 colonial and allied troops surrendered and a consider-
able amount of ordnance fell into British hands. Even the
surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown on October ipth—disaster
though it was—was a loss that might have been made good; for,
as George accurately noted in 1782, the British forces possessed
in New York and Quebec two bases from which dangerous
attacks could be launched on the colonial positions.
But North was too tired and dispirited to share the royal
optimism. When on November 25th Germaine went to Downing
Street to announce that Cornwallis had laid down his arms North
received the news ' as he would have taken a bullet through his
breast*; and labouring under ' emotions of the greatest con-
sternation and distress' the poor man walked up and down his
room, exclaiming e Oh God, it is all over!' George felt the
blow as keenly as North; but he was not going to admit it to
anyone. He knew that adversity required courage of the highest
order; and as Shelburne put it George was richly endowed with
that quality of character which can gather e firmness from mis-
fortune.'
Parliament met two days after the news of the disaster at
Yorktown had reached London. Despite the virulence of the
Opposition attack on North and his colleagues in the amend-
ments moved to the Address in both Houses, the Government
secured a handsome majority. This delighted the King, who
wrote to North :
Lord North's account that the Address was carried this morning
by a considerable majority is very pleasing to Me as it shows the
House retains that spirit for which this Nation has always been
renowned, and which alone can be preserved in its difficulties; that
some principal Members have wavered in their sentiments as to the
measures to be pursued does not surprize me; many men choose
rather to despond on difficulties than see how to get out of diem. . . .
With the assistance of Parliament I do not doubt if measures are well
concerted a good end may yet be made to this War, but if we despond
certain ruin ensues.
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